
Every espresso coffee serving business has a coffee puck-disposing device. Coffee pucks have to be 
collected before being disposed of. The traditional solution are the built-in or countertop “knock-boxes”. 
Some examples:

The filter holder has to be repeatedly 
banged onto the knock-box to 
allow the removal of the coffee 
puck. Scrupulous and professional 
barista finish up the cleaning 

More effective, faster, clean and silent.

In order to prevent serious problems caused by the use of the knock-
box, Kreba is suggesting the electrical brush Pro-Fondi as your choice 
and solution.

Inserendo il portafiltro nell’incastro del 
Pro - Fondi inizia a ruotare una spazzolina 
accoppiata ad un motore elettrico da 12 
VDC. Il portafiltro viene perfettamente 
pulito senza rumore e stress dell’operatore. 
Il fondo del caffè cade direttamente nel 

sacco sotto al banco. In questo modo si 
eliminano i cattivi odori e si mantiene 
perfettamente pulito il banco di 
lavoro a vista del cliente, con un 
sostanziale miglioramento dell’igiene 
dell’ambiente e di lavoro.

using a brush to remove hidden 
residues. This procedure not only 
makes unpleasant noise, which 
destroys customers’ comfort, but 
it also causes serious traumas 

to the operator’s arm (fingers, 
wrist, forearm), leading to painful 
inflammations to tendons in the long 
run, with subsequent absence from 
work. 
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  Filter holder scraper – for the disposal of the coffee puck

Pro - Fondi



Pro - Fondi is doubtless the most modern, efficient and 
silent solution to clean filter holders and simultaneously 
collect and dispose of coffee pucks. Its use is 
recommended to all catering businesses but mostly bars, 
where coffee consumption is very high (i.e. bars near 

Technical features and advantages

• Optimization of filter cleaning improving the result in 
your cup (according to tests performed in roasting labs)

• It prevents the mat from becoming dirty
• No need to resort to filter holder bangs, consequent im-

provement of the acoustic comfort
• It prevents filter replacement and group abrasions
• It is faster than traditional knocking
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• It prevents traumas to arm and shoulder
• Hygienically collects and disposes of coffee pucks
• It does not require particular cleaning and maintenance
• It eliminates the bulky old knock-box
• A large number of coffee pucks can be disposed of in one 
single bag
• It prevents the presence of insects caused by coffee scat-
tered under the floor-mat

railway stations, bus stations, airports, etc.). One should not 
forget that coffee consumption is strictly connected to peak 
hours, during which brewing frequency is very high. 
Pro - Fondi can be the best option for all businesses, not 
only high standard ones.
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